
PAN FEEDING

Hi-Lo Plus is the farm-tested result-proven feeding pan, which carries 
and maintains all the successful features from years of practice and 
experience. Putting the birds’ comfort and farmers’ convenience first, 
the new Hi-Lo Plus is thoughtfully engineered for both farmers’ and 
birds’ satisfaction. The high-low adjustable feature and swingable 
design provide birds an ergonomic feeding position throughout the 
entire life cycle. The unique structure makes assembling the pan easy 
for every farmer and satisfies GSI’s high quality and performance 
standard.

Two-Stage pan performance inside 
one complete feeder is the idea 
behind Cumberland’s revolutionary 
Hi-Lo Pan Feeding System. The Hi-Lo 
pan feeder represents a unique 
concept in the poultry industry, using 
one feeder to take from day-old 
through adult. The first ten days of a  

broiler chick is critical. The Hi-Lo pan feeder can start on the 
house floor, presenting a lip height of 2.1” (5.33cm), the 
average height of traditional “chick lids”. As the bird grows, the 
feeding line needs to be raised. The Hi-Lo is able to expand into 
a 3.5” (8.89cm) deep pan. The higher wall and feed saver lip 
prevent waste from raking and spill out.

The telescoping drop tube automatically compen-
sates for uneven floor conditions. The drop tube is 
available in either the standard one piece or optional two 
pieces design.

360° Action
The combination of 
drop tube and grill 
allows movement 
in 360°, reducing 
bruising and injury 
to the birds.

Two Stages
Collapsed (2.1”) 
and Expanded 
(3.5”)

Feed Depth 
Control

Feed depth control 
measures directly 
from the bottom of 
the pan, assuring all 
birds a consistent 
and even supply for 
fresh feed.

The EZ Flood Pan is suited for 
day-old chicks until full grown. 
The design concept of EZ Pan is 
to allow maximum flooding feed 
when the pan is set at the lowest 
position

The M Series Pan is suited for 
day-old chicks until adult. It is 
made from high quality materials 
with high corrosion resistance and 
UV resistance. The wide spokes
will reduce bruising 
and injury to the 
birds. The higher 
wall and feed saver 
lip helps prevent 
wastage.

Smooth edge 
rim design

Reduce waste and 
bird safe.

Detachable drop 
tube

Sliding top cap for fast 
installation, secure 

connection with tube.
External adjustment 

ring
Easy feed level 

adjustment. Keep feed 
hygiene.



The i-plus 3 control pan feeding system utilizes 
Infrared technology to detect the level of feed in the 
control pan for proper and reliable operation. Infrared 
technology does not require any moving mechanical 
mechanism or sensitivity 
adjustments.

Cumberland offers a variety of control pans for your feeder 
line. Choose from I-PLUS 3, proximity switch, micro, switch 
to Cumberland’s exclusive control pan. All control pan 
models are durably constructed and assure consistent 
feed regulation.

My pan is a comprehensive feeding pan 
that is easy to install and operate, 
designed for day-old chicks till harvest

• Detachable Drop Tube
• 6 Stages Rotating Feed Level
• Flood Window
• Anti Scratch Fin
• Optional Shut off

Non flooding minimum feeding 
position
When the feeder is winched up above 
the floor, the flood feed window will shut 
off and minimize the feed to flow 
through the saving ring.

Flood feed position
When the feeder is seated on the floor, the 
feeding window will give maximum flooding 
feed. The shallow pan is designed with a  
feed-saving lip that prevents waste and allows 
day-old chicks to access the feed easily.

Tubing & Auger
The rib on Cumberland’s lock formed 
tubing gives added strength to the 
tube, as well as providing a solid way    
to hold the pans in place. The auger is 
manufactured from pre-flattened wire 
to reduce material stress and provide 
for a more consistent, high quality 
product.

Poultry Boots
Heavy fabricated, galvanized, 
single and double outlet boots 
are available for end or center 
housing feeding applications

Hopper Feed Level Switch
Traditional micro switch hopper level 
controls are available to regulate feed 
delivery.


